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Southern Alarm Systems Ltd

Your Fire Alarm
Specialists
Special points of interest:
•

We are a BAFE SP203 registered company. Find out
more about BAFE. . . Link

•

Our last Quality Audit from
BSI was 1/10/2015

•

Did you know we can remotely monitor your fire
alarm systems for less than
you might think.

•

Our business has been
operating since 1971.

•

We also install and maintain
Access Control systems,
CCTV systems and Portable
Fire Extinguishers.

Welcome to our 1st Newsletter
Firstly, welcome to our first newsletter which is the start
of a quarterly publication where we will be bringing you
regular updated news with-in our company along with
the launch of new products and changes in our industry.
Our newsletter will also be available on our website.
Please visit www.sussex-fire-alarm-systems.co.uk

•

All vehicles are fitted with
trackers, aiding us to direct
the nearest engineer for
daytime emergency calls.

•

Our engineers carry valid
photo ID along with a recent
enhanced DBS number.

•

We operate a 24/7, 365 day
call out service.

•

We have a registered waste
carriers License to remove
your waste materials.

•

We are registered with the
ICO inline with the Data
protection act.
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Local School Fire
The recent fire at Shinewater School in Eastbourne has highlighted how devastating a fire
can be to people, property and the community, in this case it was only a building which
was damaged!
We take for granted that the fire protection in
these buildings work, relying on the service provider to have the knowledge and experience in
maintaining an effective system.
One way of ensuring your provider is competent
is to use a UKAS accredited company for the
routine service and maintenance of your systems. These companies are audited to certify
they are working to the latest standards.
If a fire can be detected at a very early stage it
dramatically increases the chance of reducing
damage to property and life. Bearing in mind the
amount of electrical equipment which is left
working continuously within the work-place and
with 67% of fires occurring when workplace premises are vacant it may be worth
considering having your Fire Alarm System monitored by an Alarm Receiving
Centre (ARC). This enables a rapid response 24hours a day 365 days of the
year with costs as little as 40p a day for
single path monitoring.
If you would like to receive a quotation for
monitoring your fire alarm system, please
contact our offices.

We would like to wish all our customers a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Your Fire Alarm Specialists

Launch of our Electronic documents
We made a statement 18
months ago that our environmental goal was to become a
near paperless office!

Only companies that
have all four modules
for Design, Installation,
Commissioning & Handover along with Maintenance are allowed to
display this BAFE logo.
We are one of them!

We know this is a tall ask and
virtually impossibly but we can
reduce approximately 80% of
paper we use by introducing
relatively small changes. As an
example; we use printers that
are capable of duplex printing
and software which allows us
to print multiple pages on a
single sheet.
We have been extremely busy
at Southern Alarm Systems in
re-creating our service forms to
be electronic and work seamlessly across any electronic
device. Our engineers now
receive this work via email and

input all data into selective
fields in a clear true type font
that can easily be read. Once
completed the forms are sent
back via email to the office
where they are emailed to the
customer in a small pdf format
before being filed.
This has enabled us to have
our filing system electronic
which offers the convenience
of these documents being
searchable and retrieved in an
instant. Our systems have also
been updated to enhance our
backup regime and disaster
recovery policy to ensure we
are able to maintain an effective and fluent system to the
customer.

We hope this new service will
have a positive impact on our
customers, who will receive the
service forms in a digital format
as they can store or print these
documents for the premises
log book. However we would
always encourage our customers to store them electronically
in a folder. Our engineers will
continue to sign the log book
and will enter the service reference number and date allowing for the reports to be easily
cross referenced.
If the customer ever requires a
copy of any service sheets
they have the assurance that
we hold duplicates on our systems that can be emailed over
promptly.

New electronic Service forms
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Have your System Remotely Monitored!
Speed is crucial where fire is concerned!
Have you considered having your property remotely monitored 24/7? Many options are available to suit all
types of property giving you the added security that if a fire starts and your system is remotely monitored
the emergency services are despatched from the alarm receiving centre within seconds. This is particularly
beneficial to properties that are not occupied 24 hours a day and is recommended for residential care
premises as set out in the latest requirements BS5839-1-2013.
We install DualCom (other systems are available) and offer our monitoring system via an alarm receiving
centre.
Please contact Darrell Pryor for available options and costs.
DualCom FIRE
When saving lives and property, every second counts…
With 67% of fires occurring when premises are vacant, DualCom FIRE provides the ability to get an alert
to the relevant emergency service without delay, no matter if the building is occupied or not. The quick
reliable despatch of an alarm and arrival of the emergency services is critical when a fire occurs.
In the event of a fire, the DualCom FIRE uses any available UK GPRS network and a PSTN line and/or IP
path to transmit high speed signals into any Alarm Receiving Centre. Utilising multiple paths means there
is a back-up path in the event of an accidental or deliberate fault on any path. The award winning DualCom WorldSIM® is supplied with every DualCom at no extra charge offering access to all mobile networks.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Voltage range of 10 to 30 volts for an easy installation
Multiple signalling paths, GPRS, PSTN and/or IP/TCIP (Internet, broadband or LAN connectivity)
Use of radio path overcomes alarm vulnerability caused by fire-damaged cables
Complies with EN50131 Grade 4 for maximum insurance approval for security applications
Fixed tariff means unlimited signals with no hidden charges
No need for dedicated telephone line, can share with existing telephone line or network

Access Control—Latest News
We have recently gained “Paxton Gold Installer status” and are rated within the top 20% of
installers within their installer program.
Paxton Access are a leading manufacturer of intelligent access control systems and have
a versatile range to suit most scenarios from a single door up to multiple sites with remote
location.
Once installed Paxton equipment is simple and easy for the end user with lots of scope for
expansion.
If you have any inquiries, please do not hesitate to contact our offices.
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Welcome Stuart!
Our newest staff member to
join our Team

Well done for passing unit 1
& Unit 5 covering BS5839
Fire Alarms last month!

Southern Alarm Systems Ltd
Southern Alarm Systems is not a “Here Today, Gone Tomorrow” company, we have been
operating since 1971. We value our customers and are dedicated to continually reinvesting in the level of service we provide.

Unit 25 Estate Road
Cradle Hill Industrial Estate
Seaford
East Sussex
BN25 3JE

We are often faced with the ‘one-man band company’ that claim to be the best & cheapest
around, we don’t claim to undercut or offer the cheapest price as this can lead to the use of
miss-selling, inferior products or cutting corners on the service, something we are not
prepared to do!

Phone: 01323 899634
E-mail: news@soalsy.co.uk

www.sussex-firealarm-systems.co.uk/

It is very easy to make a decision based on cost, when you may not be aware of the legislative
requirements, if you have any questions or queries please contact our office.

We just keep it simple and offer a quality service for a fair price!
You have the assurance that none of our engineers operate on a commission based sales or
have targets to meet unlike many of our competitors!

Buyer

BEWARE Your Peace of mind

With budgets being cut and companies across all sectors reviewing their service expenditures there is an overall
tendency to sway towards the cheapest price if you believe you are being offered the same level of service. We
have recently seen an increase with companies approaching our customers claiming to offer savings with the
routine servicing on fire alarms and fire extinguishers, the old adage “you get what you pay for” is a very good
phrase in these circumstances!
Southern Alarm Systems is fully accredited to BAFE SP203 for Fire Alarms across all four modules and has
been since 2011. What does this actually mean? Any customer of Southern Alarm Systems has the assurance
they have chosen a ‘competent’ company to carry out fire safety work; it is the reference to being ‘competent’
which is called for within the British Standards and the Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA) documentations
and to demonstrate ‘competency’ the company is required to have an approved UKAS third party accreditation
(like BAFE) or equivalent which is strictly audited by several bodies to ensure work is in compliance to the latest standards. Training alone is not enough to satisfy competency; it is the auditing process to ensure the company has the policies, procedures and standards in place to meet the guidelines and best code of practice in the
industry that demonstrates competency! This process is very time consuming and costly but ensures our customers receive the quality service they deserve.
You would expect, given the level of devastation a fire can bring that it would be a mandatory requirement,
unfortunately you would be wrong! Anyone can offer their services as a fire protection company which is why we
have seen a rise with one-man bands and small companies offering their services. Ultimately in law it is down
to the owner or occupier of premises to ensure whoever they instruct is competent. This was brought in
with the RRFSO which came in to force in October 2006.
If it became a mandatory requirement to have third party accreditation in place to service fire alarms, you would
see overnight the majority of these companies disappear or increasing their cost? These companies run a very
high risk, often not aware that they will have to demonstrate ‘competency’ where an incident or accident has
occurred and supply evidence of this to the insurance company or the HSE.
Where the courts have proved negligence and lack of competency, custodial sentences have been applied!
In short any company or individual which is not accredited to a recognised (UKAS) third party approved scheme
or equivalent within the fire industry is simply not able to offer the same level of service as Southern Alarm
Systems Ltd.
Southern Alarms are fully accredited, many of our competitors are not!
Be Safe - Be aware.
All our certificates can be downloaded or viewed from our website. Click here to go to our accreditations

